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Pork Chop Red Rice with
Orange and Asparagus
ᖏᑃ䣀́Ͱ㕷 Ingredients: To Serve 2
ႁĊ

Orange-------------------------------1

ޑᆭՀ

Pork Chop----------------------------2 pieces

ਾྪᑳʰ

Thin Asparagus---------------------12 spears

൚졭‐౭졮ͤĊ

Lemon (for Making Juice)-------

γɃМώ졭Ǣथٺ졮त

Red and White Rice (Cooked) --2 bowls

졭γМ䣀ɃМ䣀졮

(Ratio - Red:White - 1:3)
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Seasonings:

॰үཅ

Salt------------------------------------ tsp

᫅Ѕүཅ

Soya Sauce--------------------------1 tsp

ŀӻǌɹЁ

Cornstarch Water------------------Some

Бঙ৹ɹЁ

Ground Black Pepper--------------Some

ቶቯЅࡽཅ

Olive Oil------------------------------1 tbsp

ǌ

Water---------------------------------30ml

үཅ

Honey--------------------------------2 tsp
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Pure Orange Juice-----------------100ml
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Demonstration video
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Method
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țႁНŪށǦѥů뼶
Cut the orange into thin slices.
Set aside.
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Add orange juice, water and soya
sauce. Then, cover the pan with
the lid and boil for around 2
minutes.
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Marinate the pork chops with salt
and ground black pepper for 15
minutes.

Blanch the asparagus for 1 minute.
Chop the asparagus into small
pieces (about 5cm long).
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Add honey and asparagus, and
thicken the sauce with cornstarch
water. Remove them from heat
when they are ready.
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Heat a pan on a high heat and
add olive oil. Then, add the
pork chops and pan fry for
about 3.5 minutes until they
are golden brown. Fry the
other side for around 1.5
minutes on a medium heat.
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Add a splash of lemon juice and
orange slices. Then, serve with
red and white rice.
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Nutrition information:

In this dish, pure orange juice and lemon are used. With their natural sour and sweet tastes, less ready-made sauce, salt and
sugar are needed.
Red rice is a great source of dietary fibre. Adding red rice to white rice eases the bowel movement and boosts digestion. Since
red rice has a lower glycemic index, it helps in controlling the blood glucose level.

